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DETAILS ABOUT THE COURSE

Details about the course:
Topics covered:

Topics
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Topic 1: Development of practical skills
Topic 2: Foundations of physics
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Topic 5: Newtonian world and astrophysics
Topic 6: Particles and medical physics

Co-curricular/trips:

There are a range of enrichment activities including the
British Physics Olympiad and Annual CERN trips.
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KEY INFORMATION

Key information:

Prior attainment:
Prior attainment:
Five grades at 9-4
Five grades at 9-4
Grade 6 in GCSE physics or grades 6,6 in combined
Grade 6 in GCSE physics/combined
science and grade 6 in maths required
science and grade 6 in maths required
Grade 7 in GCSE physics or grades 7,7 in combined
Grade 7 in GCSE physics/combinedl
science and grade 7 in maths desirable
science and grade 7 in maths desirable
Assessment:
Year 1 Assessment:
BreadthYear
in physics
1: examination
Depth in physics examination
Breadth in physics examination

Depth in physics examination
Year 2:
Modelling physics examination
Exploring
physics
Year
2: examination
Unified physics examination
Modelling physics examination
Exploring
physics examination
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and
Unified
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examination
communication are all essential.
Problem solving, teamwork, independence and
communication are all essential.

You might also take…

Maths, further maths, chemistry, biology, product design, PE
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